Based on P. Ricoeur's theory of reading, the article provides a literary solution to the problem of self-identification, leading to the issue of a poet's "narrative identity". It is proved by the analysis of "Reading "Hamlet"", Anna Akhmatova's early poem. Analysis of Akhmatova's refiguration and study of this poetic configuration have showed the poet's desire to achieve selfhood by identifying the life-world with Shakespeare's texts. The article presents the comparison of cultural meanings, characteristic to Shakespeare's characters (Ophelia and Hamlet) from the point of view of Russian and European readers, Anna Akhmatova's predecessors and contemporaries. Special attention is paid to possible identification of Akhmatova with Elizabeth Siddal, one of the characters of the European cultural field, and to her fictional image of herself as Shakespeare's Ophelia. Interpolating certain meanings of the read and interpreted cultural texts on the predicates of her own life situation of 1903-1912, Akhmatova, first of all, clarifies her relationships with Nikolai Gumilev and solves the problem of preserving her own identity.
Introduction
After T.V. Tsiv'ian's article, written quite a long time ago (Tsiv'ian 1989) , the study of the reflection of Akhmatova's lyrical subject in the mirrors of "the others" is one of the common principles in the analysis of the poet's work. In her later work Tsiv'ian dwelt upon the articulation of Akhmatova's mirror theme in "the formation of self through the other" (Tsiv'ian 2001, 11) . In further studies of Akhmatova's work the idea of reflectivity is linked to a greater or lesser degree with the search for identity by both Akhmatova's lyrical heroine and the author herself 1 . In this article I shall not focus on the concepts of "counterpart" and "mirror reflection" in Akhmatova's work. To analyze Akhmatova's pathway to self-awareness and self-realization I shall base on her reading and interpretation of some cultural texts, or, in other words, a literary solution of self-identification problem, which makes it possible to dwell on "the modality in which one understands him/ herself through understanding texts, i.e. one is able to associate the stories read to his / her own life ..." (Tetaz 2012, 106) . Thus, remaining within the framework of self-identification problem, the analysis will unfold in the direction of Paul Ricoeur's reflexive tradition.
Theoretical prerequisites
The issue of self-understanding, mediated by cultural signs, symbols and texts (a sort of "mirrors") was in the focus of Ricoeur's interest: "…Il n'est pas de compréhension de soi qui ne soit médiatisée par des signes, des symboles et des textes; la compréhension de soi coïncide à titre ultime avec l'interprétation appliquée à ces termes médiateurs (Ricoeur 1986, 29) 2 . In this case the reading range and literary characters, selected for self-understanding, are of a certain value. They set a personality's "individual style of existence" (Tetaz 2012, 114) . Thus, Ricoeur writes, "...je ne suis pas l'auteur quant à l existence, je m'en fais le coauteur quant au sens" (Ricoeur, 1990, 191) 3 (MacIntyre 2007, 220) . Similar entities of being, controlling an individual, fit into his story about "what (but not who!) is he" (Tetaz 2012, 115) . Access to selfhood 4 (to who am I?) and to interpretation of own life situations is provided by the opportunity to fill one's existence with the meanings derived from narrative resources available to self: "... for me, the world is the whole set of references opened by every sort of descriptive or poetic texts I have read, interpreted and loved. <...> Indeed, we owe a large part of the enlarging of our horizon of existence to poetic works" (Ricoeur 1998, 98) . In the process of reading, living through a variety of opportunities offered by the fictional worlds the reader's self learns him/herself and thus changes interpreting of "the proposing of a world that I might inhabit and into which I might project my ownmost powers" (Ibid, 99) in the text.
The object of the analysis and problem statement
It is worth while focusing on two issues: 1.
William Shakespeare's "Hamlet" as a cultural symbolic resource through which Akhmatova reads her life and constructs her identity; 2. "Reading "Hamlet"", Akhmatova's poetic narrative of self, positioning self-understanding. I assume that the conclusion, the analysis of Akhmatova's refiguration and poetic configuration 5 will result in, will be the following: Akhmatova's lifeworld, designated by Hamlet's text, appears to be different and "discovers intelligibility it has lacked before" (Tetaz 2012, 106 reader which was exactly characterized by Annenskii: "a poet's reading is already creativity in itself" (Annenskii 1979, 5) . The following fact is worth mentioning here: in 1957 Akhmatova planned to write a book with the second part "Marginalia", containing notes about Shakespeare (Zaspisnye knizhki 1996, 667) .
Akhmatova also read Shakespeare in the original 7 . As for the sixteen lines of "Reading "Hamlet"", they were written when Akhmatova did not know English (1909) 8 :
1
A lot by the graves was a dusty hot land;
The river behind --blue and cool.
You told me, "Well, go to a convent, Or go to marry a fool…"
Princes always say that, being placid or fierce, But I cherish this speech, short and poor -Let it flow and shine through a thousand years, Like from shoulders do mantels of fur.
2
And, as if in wrong occasion, I said, "Thou," else...
And an easy smile of pleasure
Lit up dear face.
From such lapses, told or mental, Every cheek would blaze.
I love you as forty gentle
Sisters love and bless 9 .
( Akhmatova, 1990: I, 24) Their title points to the text, generating the poems (the tragedy "Hamlet"), and the way of the source interpretation (reading). In the frame of Ricoeur's hermeneutics the poem is a phenomenon of a special interest. Firstly, it contains the traces of prefiguration. They are obvious in the title with its reference to the "world of actions which got already configured by the narrative" (Ricoeur, 1989, 209) , to "pre-understanding common to the poet and the reader" (Ibid., 79). Secondly, the title establishes a productive nature of the poem's memetics, the poem representing the results of refiguration process -Akhmatova's reading "Hamlet".
Thus, the name of the poem states that "productivity of meaning" (Iu. Kristeva) which emerges in the process of reading "Hamlet".
On the one hand, "Reading "Hamlet"" is a copy of consciousness of Akhmatova as a reader, interpreting Shakespeare's tragedy "as some outline for reading" (Ricoeur, 1989, 94) is created, it is separated from its author, it is just an opportunity that the reader takes" (Vygotsky 1987, 252) . Vygotsky refers to the concept of Iu.I. Aikhenwald, an adept of the "readers' criticism, the author of a series of essays about Shakespeare (1908 Shakespeare ( -1910 , and to the point of view of A.G. Gornfeld, a literary critic: "Every new reader of "Hamlet" is a sort of its new author" (Ibid, 253) . In the article "About Shakespeare and the drama" (1906) L.N. Tolstoy also posits himself as "a reader free from suggestion" (Tolstoy 1983, 278) . Thus, the Russian "map of rereading" (H. Bloom) "Hamlet" in this epoch is marked by fundamental subjectivity.
As for the characters of the tragedy, the readers' evaluation of the image of Hamlet ranged from that of a "sensual and even secretly voluptuous» egoist, according to I.S. Turgenev (Turgenev 1980, 330) , to a skeptic "humbled by the ideation of life" who has no feelings of love, according to L.I. Shestov (Shestov 1911, 82) . The perception of Ophelia was not varied.
In the preface to the translation of "Hamlet"
A. Kroneberger (1899) 
I.S. Turgenev in his speech "Hamlet and don
Quixote" (1860) noted that Ophelia is "… an innocent being, clean as holiness" (Turgenev 1980, 330) . V. Kablukov's idea that "the poetry termed the "refiguration of temporary experience by constructing intrigue" (Ricoeur 1989, 87) . According to H. Arendt's definition, "... "overcoming the past" may take the form of ever recurring story-telling till the meaning of the events is alive -and this meaning may be preserved for a very long time" (Arendt 2003, 32) . as an imperishable element of the "world significant poetic text". It is evident in the form of a hidden reference (in italics) to "Ophelia" by Arthur Rimbaud whose poetry Akhmatova knew by heart:
Voici plus de mille ans que la triste Ophélie Passe, fantôme blanc, sur le long fleuve noir;
Voici plus de mille ans que sa douce folie Murmure sa romance à la brise du soir. (Rimbaud 1993, 27 .
It is worth while noting that those works of 
References to Rossetti in connection with
Akhmatova's cycle may not seem motivated 13 .
However, some facts are intriguing. It is known that Gumilev saw the resemblance Lizzie's behaviour and moral standards were far from being exemplary as required by the ethics of the Victorian era (Pina 2004 ). Young Akhmatova "did not impress the "virtuous" dwellers of musty, very ill-mannered and stupid Tsarskoye Selo". She did not recognize "any violence against herneither physical nor psychological" (Sreznevskii 1991, 6, 12) . Health problems (tuberculosis) as well as instability of the psyche, exaltation and tendency to depression were also common. Evidently there is no absolute certainty that Akhmatova's creation of herself as a subject these years developed like identification with Lizzie
Siddal. However, it is possible that the process of "reading" "Rossetti -Siddal text" was a way to interpret the present and look into the future, a sort of "prospective articulating" (Ricoeur 1990, 193) .
It is worth while quoting an extract from
Gumilev's letter dated April 9, 1913 : "Dear Anya, I know you neither love nor want to understand it, but I'm happy and feel motivation for strengthening and putting forward a man in me as your femininity is getting more and more apparent for me" (Gumilev 1991, 236) .
Two points arouse interest in this statement:
Gumilev's position and that of Akhmatova as he stated it. For Gumilev a woman is a man's
Other, reflecting his masculinity that also presupposes creative energy. Yet Akhmatova refused this manifestation of self ("you neither love nor want to understand it") that was very common in the circle of silver age aristocracy of talent. Viacheslav Ivanov's words, concerning L.D. Zinovieva-Annibal who resigned to the "negative" image, prove this: "We have found ourselves through each other. It was not only me who exposed himself for the first time and easily and confidently realized being a poet, but her as well" (Mikhailova 1994 ). This could be compared with the notes of Akhmatova in a later period of her poetic work: "... I stood up for myself. I also had to be myself but not a follower, a myrrh bearer ..."; "all my protest ... was in an instinctive desire to save myself, my pathway in art, my individuality"; " [Gumilev] didn't exert the slightest influence on the girl who was with him and whom he adored with a huge tragic love for so long (or, probably, this was the reason)"
(Zapisnye knizhki 1996, 233, 272, 625) . It is necessary to refer directly to the text melting wax" (Annenskii 1979, 168-169) .
The that is sacred for me that this poor man will be happy with me" (Akhmatova 1990: II, 184) .
Does this humility to destiny contradict to that possible identification with proud and lonely 2 "There can be no self-understanding without mediation by signs, symbols, and texts; in the end self-understanding coin-"There can be no self-understanding without mediation by signs, symbols, and texts; in the end self-understanding coincides with interpretation applied to these mediating categories". French "l'ipséité du soi", English "ipseity", "selfhood". 5 Prefiguration, configuration, refiguration are operations involved in a fiction work creation and interaction between a fiction work and the sphere of real-life experience (Ricoeur, 1998, 264) . Prefiguration (mimesis I) is based on the idea that "a human deed can be over-designated because it is already pre-designated with all modalities of its symbolic articulation" (Ibid., 99). Configuration (mimesis II) is the world of the text itself, transforming reality. Refiguration (mimesis III) is "the intersection of the text world and the world of the listener or reader..." (Ibid., 87). 9 Transl. by T. Karshtedt.
10
The process of self-identification takes place as a result of mental contact of self with you (Hamlet). In both poems the lyrical "self", in my opinion, is comparable only with Ophelia. S.Iu. Artemova views a different opinion, correlating the lyrical "self" in the second poem of the cycle with Hamlet on the basis of only one allusion to the remark of Shakespeare's character (Artemova 2006, 134) . However, the assignment of the cycle's lyrical "self" to Hamlet's reply can be interpreted as the expression of "masculine" origin in her early lyrics. This can be compared with Zh.N. Kolchina's opinion, arguing that Ophelia fits in "Akhmatova's myth about a strong-willed woman opposing inharmonious world" (Kolchina 2007, 16-17) . 11 Reference to Joyce is a well-grounded allusion. Akhmatova repeatedly re-read "Ulysses". R.D. Timenchik, for example, noticed poly-genetic character of lines in "El'sinorskikh terras parapet" ("Elsinore terraces parapet") in "Poem without a hero" as he noticed an allusion not only to "Hamlet" but also to the scene of Chapter I in "Ulysses" (Timenchik 2005, 670) . 12 "For more than a thousand years sad Ophelia Has passed, a white phantom, down the long black river. For more than a thousand years her sweet madness Has murmured its ballad to the evening breeze" (Rimbaud, 1962 . Italics are mine. -G.M.). 13 In the list of artists (the draft of the letter of 1963), whom Akhmatova was addicted to, there are no names of D.G. Rossetti or other Pre-Raphaelites (Zapisnye knizhki 1996, 284) . This name is also not mentioned in seemingly exhaustive book by Oleg Rubinchik (Rubinchik 2010) .
14 "...young N.S. Gumilev sent an edition of Rossetti to Kiev, to Ana Gorenko, a girl who literally drove him crazy, because she looked like "Mona". There is something elusive in the face of Anna Andreevna -even now when she is 70 years oldthat irresistibly brings her with a heroine of Rossetti's paintings" (From G.V. Glekin's letters to A.A. Akhmatova, 2003) .
15
It is noteworthy that in this letter Akhmatova constructs her self refigurating cultural texts she knew. 16 In Akhmatova Fund of the Manuscript Department of the National Library of Russia there is the London album of his drawings presented to Akhmatova by Gumilev in 1906 (Rubinchik 2003 .
17
"We are arrant knaves, all. Believe none of as. Go thy ways to a nunnery <…> Get thee to a nunnery, go, farewell. Or if thou wilt needs marry, marry a fool; for wise men know well enough what monsters you make of them" (Shakespeare 1988, 670) . 18 "I loved Ophelia. Forty thousand brothers / Could not, with all their quantity of love, / Make up my sum" (Shakespeare 1988, 684) . 19 Similar "fragmentation and merging of characters and mixture of the author with his heroes" (Toporov, Tsiv'ian 1990, 428) is one of the wide-spread methods of Akhmatova's acmeistic text.
20
This is a pragmatic principle of organization of Akhmatova's artistic world in general as considered by A. Zholkovskii and L. Panova (Zholkovskii, Panova 2010, 50-71).
